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Moro de Cum.pas??
A Borderlands Horse-Race
Ballad and its Composer

The ballad {or rather, corrido} which is the subject of this essay differs
from "The Mormon Cowboy" in several ways. In the first place, it is in
Spanish. In addition, while "The Mormon Cowboy" never really entered
tradition to any great extent beyond its home community, "El Moro de
Cumpas" is one of Sonora's two best-known corridos. The community that
danced at the El Capitan schoolhouse and sang the song was a complex one,
composed of several religious and occupational groups; the community that
sings about el Moro appears to be more unified, especially in a border context
where it contrasts with Anglo American society. Finally, "El Moro de Cumpas" is by a known author and celebrates a famous event: a particular horse
race in Agua Prieta, Sonora.
The corrido, like the ballad, provides a window into a specific group of
people at a certain time and place. In this case, it is the rural and recently
urbanized Sonoran community-a community with a its own history, cultural heritage, and sense ofvalues, all ofwhich are reflected in one song--"El
Moro de Cumpas. "
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Horses, Match Races, and Corridos 1
Horses are potent symbols in Mexican culture. Their importance
began early in the sixteenth century, when the presence of horses often
tipped the military scales in encounters between small numbers of
Spanish soldiers and huge native armies. In his eyewitness account of
the conquest of Mexico, the old soldier Bernal Diaz del Castillo interrupts his narrative early on to list by gender, color, qualities, and owner
every one of the 16 horses that the expedition took with them, remarking that they would have taken more, except that horses were worth
their weight in gold at that time in Cuba, the expedition's point of
departure. 2
After the conquest, horses permitted the opening of the northern
Mexican uplands to cattle raising. Horses continued to be used militarily against native peoples and, after a while, by the native peoples
against Europeans. Coming down the years into the present century,
horses were used extensively in the Mexican Revolution, the last major
conflict in which mounted cavalry was an important factor in combat.
One corrido singer from Janos, Chihuahua, went so far as to remark
that "the horses were the real heroes of the Revolution."3
This importance of the horse-and of the horseman-is
expressed over and over in Mexican popular culture. The figure of the
charro, the gentleman horseman of central Mexico, has become a
national symbol. Present-day charros engage in their sport of charreria,
which is similar to American rodeo in that the competitions are derived
from the work of mounted men in the cattle industry. These charros
consider themselves to symbolize much that is noble in Mexican character and history. 4
Photographers' stands at fiestas frequently feature statues of
horses as props. Men's restrooms are signed caballeros-literally, "horsemen." And horses provide a popular subject for corridos. The word corrido is usually translated into English as ballad. It is safer to say that the
category of corridos includes what in English would be called balladsnarrative poems often put to music and sung in a popular context. The
category also includes non-narrative poems glorifying the author's
home town or state. Corridos have long been an important form of folk
and popular Mexican verse. Old corridos are still being sung, and new
ones are constantly being composed. Corrido topics include towns and
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regions, immigration to the United States, love relationships gone sour,
conflict with law enforcement officials, violent deaths and assassinations, folk heroes, natural disasters, accidents, and, of course, horses
and horse races. s These latter topics are sufficiently popular that several
commercially produced cassettes and LP records over the past twenty
years have been devoted to corridos about caballos fomosos, "famous
horses." A number of these horse corridos deal with the role of horses
in the Revolution. 6 Even more concern the popular rural Mexican
sport of match racing.
Especially in the northern cattle raising states of Sonora and Chihuahua, horse racing is a popular weekend and fiesta sport. The races
are always parejeras, "match races"-one-on-one affairs, often featuring
horses from different ranches and communities, each one, in the view
of many Mexicans, defending the honor of its particular community.
Corrido composer Leonardo Yanez eloquently stated the reasoning
behind this preference for match races when he told a reporter: "Mexicans wouldn't run a dozen horses all owned by big syndicates nobody
cares about, like the Americans do. The Mexican way is for two men to
prove who has the finest.,,7
Match races occur when the owners of one horse challenge the
owners of another. Before the race, details such as the length of the
course, how the race will be started, and the like, are settled through
negotiation between the owners. These negotiations can continue up to
the very start of the race; I once waited with over a hundred other people outside Phoenix for a race that never took place because the owners
could not agree on its details. Large sums of money are bet on these
match races; stories of entire ranches being won and lost as a result of
race betting are not uncommon in southern Arizona and northern
Sonora.
This economic factor leads to a certain amount of one-upmanship being practiced by both the owners and the riders of the competing horses. During the negotiations and, indeed, up to the start of the
race, it is expected that these individuals will attempt to create a situation favorable to their own horses. The canceled race outside Phoenix
was apparently a case in point. I have witnessed the rider of one horse
getting his mount to refuse the starting gate so that the excitable mare
he was running against would get even more frantic than she already
was. In the event, she injured herself at the gate and lost the race. Such
skullduggery is expected behavior, as I said, and it is not uncommon for
owners of the losing horse to complain of cheating on the part of the
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winners. In fact, most of the prose narratives I have heard about match
races either involve cheating of some sort or concentrate on the sums of
money that were won or lost at the race.
In the eyes of the corrido composers, however, these aspects of
the match races seem to be of litde or no importance. The match-race
corridos, and there are many, deal with the theme of two strong horses
set up against each other, with the strongest or bravest one winning.
Such a theme parallels the important corrido theme of the human
valiente who accomplishes his deeds, faces his enemy, makes a statement of his identity, and meets his fate unmoved. 8 In fact, the horserace corridos simply substitute horses for humans in the perennially
important Mexican theme of two strong individuals, each one brave,
each one alone, facing off against each other. This theme is best exemplified in the famous couplet from "Arnulfo":
Qye bonito ver dos hombres
Qye se matan, pecho a pecho,
Cada con pistola en mano
Defendiendo a su derecho. 9

How beautiful to see two men
Who kill each other, breast to breast
Each with a pistol in his hand
Defending his right.

The list of popular horse-race corridos in the Arizona/Sonora
border area is long and constandy increasing as new ballads are composed. The earliest such corrido I am aware of is "El Merino Mentado," commemorating a race held in the late nineteenth century at Los
Reales, a few miles south of Tucson.lO Although the corrido is no
longer sung, I know at least one musician in Tucson who used to sing it
in his youth, and several versions of it are on file in the Arizona Folklore Archive at the University of Arizona's Southwest Folklore CenterY I compiled a list in 1989 of the Arizona and Sonora horse-race
corridos for which I had texts; the list numbered fifteen, with several
more that I had heard of but had not yet collected.
Horse-race corridos may be of two kinds. The majority seem to
commemorate actual races and often include the place and date of the
race, along with the names of the horses and their owners. Some corridos, however, especially those of recent composition, appear to be
dramatic works of fiction rather than reports of events that actually
took place.
The purposes of this essay are two-fold: to recount the story
behind one of the most famous horse-race corridos of all time, "El
Moro de Cumpas," and to give a short account of the life and works of
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the composer of that and several other corridos, the late Leonardo
Yanez. First, the race.

The Race Between Re1ampago and e1 Mora
In 1957, Rafael Romero was a successful nightclub owner in the
Sonoran town of Agua Prieta, just across the border from Douglas,
Arizona. His club, the Copacabana, featured many of the most popular artists of the day, and Romero made frequent trips to Mexico City
to hear and book new acts. During the course of these trips, he had
become friends with Pedro Infante, the great interpreter of canciones
rancheras. 12 On one occasion, Infante presented Romero with one of
his many trajes de charra, the ornate, silver-spangled charro costumes
which were-and are-obligatory garb for singers of ranchera songs.
It would come in useful, Infante suggested, when Romero wished to
take part in the parade on el Dieciseis de Septiembre (September 16,
Mexican Independence Day) or el Cinco de Mayo (May 5, anniversary
of a victorious nineteenth-century battle against the French). But one
doesn't walk in a parade in charro dress; one rides, and Romero didn't
own a horse.
Fortunately he had a friend, Pablo Aguirre, who owned a dairy
farm. Aguirre, who was an enthusiastic but unlucky match race fan,
had recently purchased a fast but gentle horse named Dr. Joe. So Aguirre loaned Dr. Joe to Romero, and everything was fine, until Aguirre
died. Aguirre's widow eventually approached Romero, asking him to
buy the horse from her. Her husband had left her cows, she told him,
and they gave milk which she could sell. The horse simply consumed
feed and showed no profit. Romero agreed, paying for the horse out of
jukebox receipts. 13
This left Rafael Romero owner of a horse with a reputation for
speed. Eventually word of this got around and he was challenged by
Pedro Frisby of Cumpas, Sonora, a town some 100 miles south of
Agua Prieta. Frisby's father, Florencio Frisby, had acquired a fast grey,
el Moro, in 1955, in trade for some mules. 14 El Moro (the name means
"dapple grey,,)15 had acquired a local reputation as a fast runner, and
Frisby saw an opportunity to race him in Agua Prieta.
Romero agreed, and the date was set for March 17, 1957. The
track was to be Calle 4, at that time an unpaved street in Agua Prieta.
The finish line would be by the Club Copacabana. The course was 500
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meters long, as were all the races Rehimpago was to run. Romero then
sought a rider for his horse (which by then he had renamed
Relampago, or "Lightning"). He found Trini Ramirez, a well-known
local jockey and horse trainer. According to Ramirez, he requested
Romero to show him the horse before he agreed to ride. When they
got to where Relampago was, Ramirez got out of the car, walked
around the horse examining it, and got back into the car, saying "Let's
go. This horse will win. "16
The day of the race arrived, and the level of excitement and betting got intense. Many people had come from Cum pas and elsewhere
for the race, and according to some, a total of almost two million pesos
were bet on the outcome (in a day when eight pesos made a dollar). Just
before the race, the two jockeys walked up and down, paseando their
horses in order to let the crowd see them and also to get the horses
excited and ready for the race. While Chindo Valenzuela, jockey of el
Moro, was dressed in street clothes with a bandanna around his head
and rode bareback in the old style, with his knees tucked under a faja,
"surcingle," Ramirez wore regular jockey silks and was one of the first
men to race in Agua Prieta on a flat racing saddle.
The word was given to start, and el Moro took the lead. But
about halfway through, Ramirez hit Relampago with his quirt, and the
Agua Prieta horse finished first with a good lead. Many of the crowd,
especially those who had bet on el Moro, were outraged. According to
Ramirez, when he finally got Relampago stopped and slid off, he was
surrounded by the usual crowd of supporters and well-wishers, slapping
him on the back and offering him drinks. But he felt someone slipping
something into the waistband of his trousers. He looked down and discovered it to be a large pistol. "What's this?" he asked. The response
came: "Te andan buscando." ("They're looking for you.") Ramirez spent
the next day or so in hiding from angry Moro supporters.
It apparently was not unusual for jockeys to ride armed. Trini
Ramirez and Leonardo Yanez told me of another jockey whose horse
reared and fell on him while in the starting gate. He was accidentally
stabbed in the side with the barrel of his pistol, which he was carrying
under his belt. In addition, his horse stepped on his face in its struggle
to get to its feet. The jockey died.
Given the fact that el Moro was the odds-on favorite, and that
many families and individuals lost huge sums of money betting on him,
and given the tradition of match-race skullduggery that I mentioned
earlier, it is not surprising that supporters of el Moro accused Valenzuela of throwing the race and demanded a rematch. This was duly run,

Two famous horses: EI Moro, right, and Rehimpago, left, ridden by Rafael Romero in
charro regalia. The '~.p." refers to Agua Prieta. Normally, these photos hang, along
with one of the finish of the race, over the cash register in the Cafe Central. April,
1984, photograph by James Griffith.

The finish line of the great race, Agua Prieta, March 17, 1957. Rehimpago is on the
right; el Moro on the left. This wild crowd scene was reproduced for the movie el Moro
de Cumpas. Copied from a photograph in the Romero family's collection.
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with different riders for both horses, and el Moro won. According to
Ralph Romero Jr., this was because a drunken backer of el Moro
walked onto the track while the race was in progress and hit
Rehimpago with a liquor bottle. Another rematch was run, with
Rehimpago the winner. 17 Trini Ramirez explained that el Moro, being
the smaller horse, simply couldn't keep up over the 500 meter course,
although he started off very well indeed.
Both horses went on to distinguished careers. El Moro became a
great celebrity, being taken around the region to fund-raising events for
worthy causes, where his owners would allow the public to be photographed with him for a sum of money. Such a photograph, taken in the
mining town ofCananea, Sonora, on November 20,1966, is in the collection of the Arizona Folklore Archives. In the center stands el Moro.
To his left, with his hand resting on the horse's back, is the presidente
municipal, or mayor of Cananea. To the horse's right stands his trainer,
Gilberto Martinez. Flanking the group are two local ranchers. The
presidente appears to be gaining merit by having his photograph taken
with the horse, the ranchers through association with the presidente.
The trainer looks perfectly assured of his status; el Moro appears to be
asleep.
When el Moro finally died in Cumpas, according to one woman
who was there, the entire town turned out. His body was carried in
procession around town in a flat-bed truck, accompanied by a band.
She remembers crying when she saw his beautiful white tail hanging
over the end of the truck and dragging in the dirt of the road.
Relampago ran several other races, one of which has achieved a
certain amount of fame in its own right. In 1959, Emilio Pinedo, a resident of Pirtleville, Arizona, and owner of a fast horse named
Chiltepin, after the fiery local wild chile, challenged Relampago.
Romero accepted the challenge, but a problem arose when U.S. authorities would not permit Relampago to cross the border because of hoofand-mouth disease regulations. Pinedo was reluctant to race in Mexico,
for fear that Chiltepin would not be permitted to return across the border for the same reason. According to Rafael Romero Jr., the final solution was suggested by the head of U.S. Customs in Douglas. The race
was held along the border fence, with each horse running in its own
country. This race, like all of Relampago's races, was held as a benefit.
In this case, the Lions Clubs of Douglas and Agua Prieta charged
admission and sold food and drinks at the event. 18 Relampago was the
wmner.
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Following that, the aging Rehimpago was put out to pasture.
Rafael Romero Jr., a teenager at the time, was allowed to keep him in
Agua Prieta and care for him. A Catholic priest who had already built
one church on the proceeds of Relampago's previous races was transferred to a tiny chapel which he wanted to expand into a church building. In order to raise the needed funds, he suggested that the two old
horses be run once more in a carrera de recuerdo (literally, a "race of
memory"). Both parties agreed, and Ralph Jr. started training the elderly Relampago. El Moro's backers managed to get Mr. Romero,
Senior, to agree to having a three-year-old substituted for their horse.
Ralph Jr. gave up all hope but continued to train Relampago anyway.
When the race started (apparently after some successful maneuvering
for advantage on the part of the Cumpas contingent), Ralph simply
walked away from certain defeat and loss of family honor, only to hear
the crowd going wild as the 32-year-old Relampago won the race! This
took place on April 10, 1966.
This was the last race either horse ran. When ReIampago died,
Rafael Romero had his head stuffed and mounted. When I visited Sr.
Romero at his home in Agua Prieta in 1984, the horse's head hung in
the main room, over the TV set and next to the gun rack.

Leonardo Yanez, "el Nano," Compositor del Corrido
Leonardo Yanez Romo was born in Barrio la Campana, in the
copper mining town of Cananea, Sonora, on April 2, 1907. His family
soon moved to Nacozari de Garda, another mining town, where he
grew up. He cut short his schooling to work for a living. He worked as
a woodcutter and in the mines but his eyesight started failing, so he
turned to music. He had the good fortune to study under Don Silvestre
Rodriguez of Nacozari, one of Sonora's foremost twentieth-century
songwriters and composers, and with an excellent teacher and violin
player named Angel Urquijo. Yanez became a professional musician
and moved with his wife and family to Agua Prieta in 1943. He played
with a number of musical groups, including mariachis, tropical-style
bands, and orchestras. By the mid-1950s he was playing in the house
mariachi at the Club Copacabana. He had already composed corridos,
including one-"EI Guante"-about a horse race, and when the first
race between Relampago and el Moro was scheduled, Yanez asked permission of his employer, Rafael Romero, to commemorate the race

Leonardo Yanez, "el Nano," photographed outside his house in Douglas, Arizona,
April 4, 1984. Photograph by James Griffith.
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with a corrido. Permission being granted, he first composed the preliminary, descriptinve verses before the race took place and then posted
observers at the start and midway down the course, while he himself
stood by the finish line. 19 This is the corrido as he wrote it:
El diecisiete de Marzo
a la ciudad de Agua Prieta
llego gente de dondequiera,
vinieron a la carrera
de Relampago y el Moro
dos caballos de primera.

On March 17th
To the city of Agua Prieta
People came from all over,
They came to the race
Of Relampago and el Moro
Two first-class horses.

El Moro de Pedro Frisby
era del pueblo de Cumpas
muy bonito y muy ligero,
el Relampago era un zaino
y era caballo de estima
de su amo, Rafael Romero.

Pedro Frisby's Moro
Was from the town of Cum pas
Very good-looking and very fast,
Relampago was a chestnut
And he was the favorite horse
Of his owner, Rafael Romero.

Cuando paseaban al Moro
se miraba tan bonito
y empesaron a postar,
toda la gente decia
que aquel caballo venia
especialmente a ganar.

When they exercised the Moro
He looked so handsome
That people started to bet.
Everyone said that
That horse had come
Especially to win.

Cheques, billetes, y pesos
Ie sobraron al de Cumpas
el domingo en la manana,
por la tarde las apuestas
pasaron de cienmil pesos
en esa Copacabana.

Checks, bills and coins
Were placed on the horse from Cumpas
On Sunday morning,
By afternoon the bets
Exceeded 100,000 pesos
In that Copacabana.

Frank y Jesus Valenzuela
casaron quince mil pesos
con el zaino de Romero,
deda el Puyo Morales
se me hace que con el Moro
nos ganan todo el dinero.

Frank and Jesus Valenzuela
Placed 15,000 pesos
On Romero's chestnut,
Puyo Morales said
"It seems to me that with the Moro
"They're going to win all our money."

Andaba Trini Ramirez
tambien Chindo Valenzuela

Trini Ramirez and also
Chindo Valenzuela walked along
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paseando ya sus caballos,
dos corredores de faja

Exercising their horses,
Two surcingle-style jockeys

dos buscadores de triunfo
los dos eran buenos gallos.

Two seekers after triumph
The two were real sluggers.

por fin dieron el Santiago
y el Moro salio delante
con la intenci6n de ganar,
Ramirez Ie tupo a1 zaino
y arriba de media taste
dejaba el Moro pa'atras.

At last they started the race
And el Moro took off ahead
Intending to win,
Ramirez quirted the chestnut
And halfway down the track
He left the Moro behind.

Leonardo Yanez el Nano
compositor del corrido
a todos pide disculpas,
aqui se acabaron dudas
gan6 el zaino de Agua Prieta
y perdi6 el Moro de Cumpas.

Leonardo Yanez "el Nano"
Composer of the ballad
Begs pardon of everyone,
There is no doubt that
The chestnut from Agua Prieta won
And the Moro from Cumpas lost.

This is "EI Moro de Cumpas" as it is usually sung and as its composer wrote it down for the Southwest Folklore Center.20 There is
another verse, however, composed as part of the original corrido, which
is usually left out of performances. Yanez explained that this was
because only eight verses fit comfortably on a 45 RPM single-the
usual recording of the 1950s. The verse was intended to go after the
fourth verse, which describes the betting that preceded the race. The
words are given here, courtesy of Leonardo Yanez.21
Aprovecharon la apuesta
rancheros y ganaderos,
obreros y campesinos,
cantineros y meseros,
amigos y visitantes
de pueblos circunvecinos.

The betting was taken advantage of
By ranchers and cattlemen,
Workers and peasants,
Bartenders and waiters,
Friends and visitors
From neighboring towns.

Although the verse is not necessary to the action, it seems to
accurately mirror the excitement of the race day, when people from all
over the region came into Agua Prieta for the great event.
"EI Moro de Cumpas" became-and remains-incredibly popular. Apparently the excitement of the event, along with the quality of
the song itself, combined to make "EI Moro" the corrido that everyone
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simply had to learn. In fact, one corrido singer living at the time in
Janos, Chihuahua, over a hundred miles east of Agua Prieta, told me
that he hadn't learned the song simply because "it was too popular-everyone was singing it."22 On a national level, it was recorded by most
famous norteno groups, several mariachis, and was even made into a
movie. 23 Today, over 35 years after the race, I don't know a single traditional Mexican singer in Arizona or Sonora who can't come up with a
version of the corrido on request.
It is through the medium of records that this and other modem
corridos are disseminated. Singers of my acquaintance tend to learn
their songs from multiple playings of recordings, thus lessening the
possibilities for the variations that have been for long such an important mark of folk material. 24 Those variations that do exist in different
performances of "EI Moro de Cumpas" seem to be learned from the
recordings and seem to have resulted from misunderstandings or misrememberings on the part of the recording artists of names or obscure
expressions used by the composer.
Thus "Pedro Frisby" of the second verse becomes "Pedro Fimbres" (surely more Mexican sounding for those not acquainted with the
Frisby family), or even "Pedro Piter." "Dos corredores de faja" in verse
6 becomes "dos corredores de fama," (two famous jockeys). The other
standard variations in the text are of the same sort-"Cuyo Morales"
for "Puyo Morales," and "dieron la salida" for "dieron el Santiago." As
was the case with "The Mormon Cowboy," "EI Moro de Cumpas"
seems to have lost some of its localism and idiosyncratic language when
it moved beyond its immediate community.
A few details in the text need comment. According to Leonardo
Yanez, the total bets placed were more like 1.8 million than 100,000
pesos. (Remember the peso at this time was eight to the dollar.) However, Agua Prietans were concerned that if Yanez publicized the full
amount of the wagers, federal tax collectors would descend upon the
city, with possibly disastrous results. So Yanez mentioned a far lower
sum of money in his corrido.
Betting on the race has become legendary in Agua Prieta. Bets
started at a few hundred pesos and then escalated. I have been told of
one man who lost 200 head of cattle and a fairly large ranch. Others
lost smaller ranches. Many people are described as having lost their
cars or trucks and having had to get rides home. 25
In describing the two jockeys, Yanez calls them both "corredores
de faja," even though only Valenzuela used the faja, or "surcingle," in
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that particular race. The epithet seems to suggest both bravery and
traditionality. The phrase "buenos gallos" literally means "good fighting cocks," and implies both aggressiveness and persistence. I have
used the language of the boxing ring to give the same flavor in
English.
Yanez uses the phrase "dieron el Santiago"-"they gave the Santiago"-to describe the beginning of the race. According to Yanez, this
phrase is occasionally used for this purpose. It has deep roots in Spanish and Mexican culture, however. Santiago de Compostela-St. James
the Greater-is the patron saint of Spain. His miraculous appearance
riding on a white horse during battles between the Moors and the
Christians in the Middle Ages led to his being adopted as the patron of
the militant expansion of Spanish Christianity. That is probably why
the scallop shell, his symbol, appears so often in the mission architecture of northern New Spain.26 "Santiago" was also the batde cry of
imperial Spain. In his eyewitness account of the conquest of Mexico,
Bernal Diaz often indicates the beginning of a battle by saying "Our
leader gave the Santiago." The use of this batde cry to describe the start
of a horse race seems to imply a certain value and importance attached
to the race in Mexican culture.
Yanez names himself in the final verse of the corrido. This was
because he had previously composed a horse-race corrido, "El Guante,"
which was claimed by others. This time, he told me, he wished to take
no chances. Finally, when asked why he begged pardon in the last
verse, Yanez responded that he had told all his friends to bet on the
favorite-el Moro-the losing horse!
Years later, after both horses died, Yanez composed another corrido:

EI Final de Dos Caballos

The Last of Two Horses

Siento un grande tristeza
al can tar la despedida
que me tortura la mente,
al morir los dos caballos
de aquella grande carrera
que emociono a tanta gente

I feel a great sorrow
Upon singing the farewell
Which tortures my mind,
Upon the death of the two horses
Of that great race
Which stirred so many people.

Esa carrera lucida
yo la tengo bien presente
parece que estoy oyendo,

That brilliant race
I have very much with me
It's as though I am hearing
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los gritos de aque1 gente
y el trope1 de los caballos
cuando venian corriendo.

The cries of those people
And the hoofbeats of the horses
As they ran past.

Relampago de Agua Prieta
famoso Moro de Cumpas
cuantos recuerdos dejaron,
e1 diecisiete de Marzo
del ano Cincuenta y Siete
que el campeonato jugaron.

Relampago of Agua Prieta
Famous Moro de Cumpas
How many memories they left,
The seventeenth of March
Of the year 'fifty seven.
When they played the championship.

Los dos caballos corrieron
en muchas festividades
sacrificando energias
prestando nobles servicios
en mejoras de sus pueblos
y en ayudas co1ectivas.

The two horses ran
In many celebrations
Sacrificing energies
Lending noble services
For the betterment of their towns
And in collective assistance.

Ya todo el mundo sabia
que el final de esos caballos
ya no se hayaba muy 1ejos,
si uno fue mejor que el otro
alllegar a sus destinos
alli quedaban parejos.

Everyone already knew
That the end of these horses
Was not far off,
If one had been better than the other
Upon reaching their destinies
There they were equal.

Por fin el Moro de Cumpas
murio en su pueblo bendito
un ventidos de Febrero,
y en 1a ciudad de Agua Prieta
bajo atencion de doctores
murio el zaino de Romero.

At last the Moro de Cumpas
Died in his blessed town
On one February 22nd,
And in the city of Agua Prieta
Under the care of doctors
Romero's chestnut died.

Como si fueran humanos
estan en sus sepulturas
ya despedidos del mundo,
sus perchas estan vacias
y en sus pueblos los recuerdan
con sentimiento profundo.

As if they were human
They are in their tombs
Parted now from the world,
Their stalls are empty
And in their towns they are remembered
With deep sentiment.

Adios caballos famosos
adios alegres palenques
adios carrera lucida,
aqui terminan los versos

Farewell famous horses
Farewell joyful cockpits
Farewell brilliant race,
Here end the verses
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Which remain as remembrances
Of that sad parting.

In this corrido Yanez emphasizes both horses equally, recalling
the excitement of that day in 1957. I have often heard people who were
at the race say that there will never be another such event. There was
something magical about the day. E1 Moro was a true favorite of the
area around Cumpas, and many of his supporters had come to Agua
Prieta to see him win. Feelings ran high, and several fights were
remembered as having taken place, although both Yanez and Ramirez
assured me that nobody got killed. Yanez acknowledges these stillsmoldering feelings of rivalry by emphasizing that, even though one
horse may have outrun the other in life, they both arrived at the same
final destination-death, where they were equals.
He emphasizes his view of the horses as heroic figures, defending
the honor of their communities. In my first interview with him, he
compared e1 Moro to a general who dies in defense of his cause. Such a
hero is just as worthy of honor as is the winning general, he said. Yanez
also uses once again the figure of the cockfight to symbolize the race.
In his original corrido, he compares the jockeys to fighting cocks; in the
present one he refers to the race track itself as a pa/enque, or "cockpit."
His descriptions are accurate. Just as he stationed friends at different spots along the race course in 1957, he is careful to note that
Re1ampago died "under the attention of doctors." (In fact, the horse
was put down as it was suffering from cancer.)
These were not the only horse-race corridos Yanez composed.
Before writing "El Moro de Cumpas" he had written "E1 Guante,"
about a race that had taken place in Esqueda, Sonora, south of Agua
Prieta. Later corridos commemorated other races: he celebrated the
victory ofTio Juan, an Agua Prieta horse, over e1 Indio from Mexicali,
Baja California. He also wrote the "Corrido de Bacerac," describing a
race in that Sonoran town. In the late 1980s, he was commissioned to
write a corrido about yet another race; I have not been able to obtain a
copy of this song. 27
El Nano's horse-race corridos seem to follow a consistent pattern.
The two horses are named, often with something nice to say about the
town each one came from. The scene is set, introducing at least some
of the owners and riders by name, along with perhaps a major bettor or
two. Attention is consistently paid to the matter of betting; it is shown
that people are getting excited about the race. The race starts; it is
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interesting that the word "Santiago" is used in "El Corrido de Bacerac"
as well as in "El Moro de Cumpas." A line or two describes the race;
and then there is usually a verse ending the song and affirming the
winner. This is essentially the pattern established by "El Guante" and
"El Moro de Cumpas;" it apparently was sufficiently successful that
Yanez was content to follow it in his other horse-race corridos.
One other thing should be said about this body of horse-race corridos: they are eminently singable. The word usage is elegant but not
stilted, the lines flow well, and the melodies are exciting. It is no accident that four out of five of them have been recorded and at least three
are still alive in local singing tradition.
In addition to the horse-race songs, Yanez composed corridos on
several other subjects. "El Corrido de Fronteras" was commissioned by
the family of a man who was killed in a fight in Fronteras, Sonora. "El
Mojado Mafioso" tells of a man forced by circumstances to support his
family by crime. "La Kaguama [sic] Topillera" tells of a sea turtle (a
caguama in Spanish) who wandered through Sonora before returning
to the ocean. "La Carcel de Agua Prieta" tells of a bloody incident in
the Agua Prieta jail, and "El Asesinato de Villa" presents Yanez' views
on the death of the Mexican revolutionary figure Pancho Villa, some
sixty years after the fact. "El Tunel de Agua Prieta" tells of the discovery of the tunnel connecting Douglas and Agua Prieta that was mentioned in the introduction to this book. In this corrido, Yanez alludes to
the suspected drug-related purpose of the tunnel by saying that it was
designed to carry merchandise. When asked why he had not been more
specific, he indicated that he had to live in the same town with the men
who had built the tunnel and felt it was safer to be discreet.
Yanez also wrote political corridos. The "Corrido Panista" celebrates Mexico's conservative opposition party, el Partido de Accion
Nacional, or PAN. Yanez' son, Leonardo Yanez Vargas, a member of
PAN, served as presidente municipal of Agua Prieta in the 1980s.
Finally, his ''Arriba Lopez Portillo" describes what Yanez perceived as
being wrong with Mexico when it was written in 1976. It was recorded
on a 45 RPM disc by Gilberto Valenzuela, the famous Sonoran
ranchera singer. When President Lopez Portillo visited Agua Prieta,
Yanez sang the song to him and presented him with a copy of the
record.
Several of Yanez' corridos have been recorded. 28 "El Moro de
Cumpas" is by far the most popular of these, having been recorded by
such top names as Los Alegres de Teran, Los Donnenos, Gilberto
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Valenzuela, and many others. "E1 Final de dos Caballos," "E1 Guante,"
and "E1 Tio Juan" have also appeared on record, as has, more recently,
"E1 Mojado Mafioso."
More important than their existence on records is the songs'
existence in the repertoires of regional musicians. I can say from experience that almost everyone in Arizona and Sonora who sings any corridos at all knows "E1 Moro de Cumpas." "El Tio Juan" is also popular,
and I have found "E1 Guante" in a few repertoires.
Leonardo Yanez remained a well-known figure in the musical
world of the Arizona-Sonora border. A Douglas, Arizona, resident
since at least 1982, he taught music classes in Agua Prieta's Secondary
School #8 from 1978 until his retirement around 1990. A few honors
came his way: he was awarded a plaque in 1984 at a ceremony at Coronado National Memorial for his contributions to the regional culture
and received a "Copper Letter" from the City of Tucson in the same
year. In 1990 he won the annual corrido contest at the Tucson Meet
Yourself festival with his "Corrido del Tunel." Occasional features were
written about him in Sonoran newspapers. He died in Douglas on
March 6, 1993. The 1993 annual corridos contest at the Tucson Meet
Yourself festival was dedicated to him, and several of his relatives participated in his memory. In March 1995, a bust of Sr. Yanez was
erected in Agua Prieta near the finish line of the famous race.

In Conclusion
The two horses, their owners, and their poet are all dead. In a few
years there will be nobody left who remembers that exciting day in
1957 when people from all over northern Sonora came to Agua Prieta
to see el Moro race against Rehimpago. What remains is a very popular
corrido which will probably be sung by amateur and professional musicians in Sonora and Arizona for decades to come. A larger body of
songs by"el Nano" have been recorded and therefore stand a chance of
being sung for a while at least.
The other thing remaining, of course, is the culture that allowed
both race and song to take the form that they have taken. It should be
clear by now that the whole match race-and-corrido complex permits
the expression of some strongly held values in Mexican culture. These
include the importance of the horse, the importance of the individual,
and the importance of bravery and stamina. It should also be evident
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from the texts I have quoted that there are two bodies of verbal expression concerning match races, at least in this region. One is formal,
expressed in verses, and concentrates on the heroic aspects of the contest. The other is informal, in prose, and frequently concentrates on the
economic aspects of the race and on how the owners and riders of the
different horses attempted to turn an even contest into a sure thing. A
larger study of these divergent oral traditions is in the planning stages.
For the moment, it is enough to have concentrated on one race, two
horses, and the poet who celebrated them.

Leonardo Yanezs Other Horse-Race Gorridos

EI Gorrido del Guante

The Gorrido ofEI Guante

Preparense compafieros
y afinen bien su guitarra
para cantar un corrido
a hora que andamos de farra.

Get ready, companions
And tune your guitar well
To sing a corrido
While we go on a spree.

Un venticuatro de junio
bonito pueblo de Esqueda
dande dos caballos finos
jugaron una carrera.

One June 24th
In the pretty village of Esqueda
Where two fine horses
Ran a race.

AI del rancho del vigia
Ie decian "el Membrillo"
como era bueno y ligero
a todos los tenia engridos.

The one from the Vigia ranch
They called "el Membrillo;"
Because he was good and swift
Everyone was fond of him.

El otro era de Cuchuta
y Ie decian el Guante
que tambien entre los buenos
Ie gustaba andar delante.

The other was from Cuchuta
And they called him "el Guante"
Who also among the good ones
He liked to take the lead.

Toda la gente decia
que el guante estaba perdido

All the people said
That el Guante would lose
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por que sobraba dinero
a las patas del Membrillo.

Because so much more money
Was bet on Membrillo's feet.

Les gritaba Ramon Reyes
como buen conocedor
si la carrera se pierde
va a ser por el corredor.

Ramon Reyes shouted to them
As he was a connoisseur
"If the race is lost
It will be the jockey's fault."

Ranulfo y Juarez jugaron
vacas y mucho dinero
Donaldo y Lolo Garcia
jugaron hasta el sombrero.

Ranulfo and Juarez bet
Cows and a lot of money
Donald and Lolo Garcia
Even bet their hats.

Dijo Jesus Valenzuela
cuando se llego la hora
si mi caballo no gana
10 mando a la empacadora.

Jesus Valenzuela said
When the hour had arrived
"If my horse doesn't win,
1"11 send him to the meat packers."

Se vinieron los caballos
los dos corriendo bastante
pero alllegar al cabresto
Ie saM delante el guante

The horses shot out
Both running hard
But on arriving at the cabresto
El Guante took the lead.

El corredor Jesus Lara
en todo fue superado
dejo perder al Membrillo
y gano el Guante mentado.

The jockey Jesus Lara
Was surpassed in everything
He allowed Membrillo to lose
And the noted Guante beat him.

Adios Guante ya ganaste
y no te quieras volar
por que si das la revancha
te puedes quedar atras.

Farewell Guante, now you have won
And don't get too proud
Because if you grant a return match,
You may be the loser.

Este corrido es compuesto
bas ado en la carrera
y 10 dedico con gusto
al pueblo alegre de Esqueda.

This corrido is composed
Based on the race
And 1 dedicate it with pleasure
To the happy town of Esqueda.

E1TioJuan

E1TioJuan

Voy a cantar un corrido
de dos caballos ligeros

I'm going to sing a corrido
About two swift horses
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de fama internacional;
un prieto de Mejicali
que Ie decian el Indio
y un alazan de Agua Prieta
que Ie llamaban Tio Juan.

Of international fame;
A black from Mexicali
That they called "el Indio"
And a sorrel from Agua Prieta
That they called Tio Juan.

Desde Baja California
vino el Indio hasta Sonora
a correr con el Tio Juan.
y al presentarse Ie dijo
seguro estoy de ganarte
y el polvo que yo levante
te 10 tendds que tragar.

All the way from Baja California
El Indio came to Sonora
To run against Tio Juan.
And on introducing himself said to him
"I'm sure of beating you
And the dust I raise
You will have to swallow."

Elmer Escarcega andaba
de interventor del contrato
de la apuesta principal;
que nadie quiso tap arlo
por que Ie tuvieron miedo
al Indio esa es la verdad.

Elmer Escarcega acted
creator of the contract
Of the principal bet;
Nobody wanted to cover it
Because they were scared of
El Indio; that's the truth.

Por fin lleg6 aquel momento
y las puertas de los chutis
se abrieron de par en par;
se vinieron los caballos
casi vienen volando
y el Indio corri6 tragando
el polvo que hizo el Tio Juan.

At last that moment arrived
And the gates of the chutes
Opened widely;
The horses started out
They almost came flying
And el Indio ran swallowing
The dust raised by Tio Juan.

Hip6dromo Club de Leones
de ti estoy despidiendo
por que el Indio ya se va;
y se despide muy triste
al ver que se ha equivocado
siendo el Tio Juan tan chaparro
y no Ie pudo ganar.

Lions' Club racetrack,
I'm bidding you farewell
Because el Indio is already leaving;
And he bids farewell very sadly
Upon seeing that he has made a mistake
Tio Juan being so small
And he couldn't beat him.

Vuela vuela palomita
con rumbo hacia Mexicali
y cuentales la verdad;
dile a Indalecio Martinez
que el Tio Juan Ie da el desquite
a la costumbre de ganar.

Fly, fly, little dove
Over towards Mexicali
And tell them the truth;
Tell Indalecio Martinez
That Tio Juan will give him a return match
In the tradition of winning.
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EI Corrido de Racerac

The Corrido ofRacerac

En esas fiestas de Agosto
de Bacerac tan lucidas
ano por ano la gente
festeja con alegria
y por patrona el pueblo
tienen la virgen Maria.

In these fiestas of August
So brilliant in Bacerac
Every year the people
Celebrate with joy,
And for the patroness of the town
They have the Virgin Mary.

A Bacerac yo Ie canto
con realidad verdadera
ahi se goza deveras
por que la gente es sincera
donde se hizo este corrido
basado en una carrera.

To Bacerac I sing
With true reality.
There one really enjoys oneself
Because the people are sincere,
Where this corrido was made
Based on a horse race.

Andaba Higinio Olivares
buscando sayo y no hallaba,
queria ganar la carrera
por eso se preocupaba
por que traia un caballo
de Casas Grandes Chihuahua.

Hijinio Olivares went along
Looking for a rival and not finding one,
He wanted to win the race
That's why he was worried
Because he had brought a horse
From Casas Grandes, Chihuahua.

Le decian el Traguito
y era un potrillo ejemplar,
trecientos cincuenta metros
fue la carrera en total
y corrio con el Talache
que era campe6n regional.

They called him "el Traguito"
And he was a fine young horse,
Three hundred fifty meters
Was the race course in all
And he ran against "el Talache"
Who was the regional champion.

Jose Rasc6n hizo el trato
firmando Higinio Olivares
pusieron las condiciones
para jugar mas legales
y entraron en las apuestas
Chichi Loreto y Gonzales.

Jose Rascon made the contract
Signing it, Higinio Olivares
They placed the conditions
In order to gamble more fairly
And Chichi Loreto and Gonzales
Started betting.

Valencia les di6 Santiago
y resumbaron las varas,
sali6 delante el Talache

Valencia gave them the "Santiago"
And the whips resounded,
EI Talache started off ahead
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y Ie gano con dos cuerpos
el Traguito de Chihuahua.
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But he lagged later on
And el Traguito of Chihuahua
Won by two lengths.

List of Compositions by Leonardo
Yanez in the Arizona Folklore Archives
"Arriba Lopez Portillo"
"Corrido Panista"
"EI Asesinato de Villa"
"EI Corrido de Bacerac"
"EI Corrido de Fronteras"
"EI Corrido del Guante"
"EI Final de Dos Caballos"
"EI Mojado Mafioso"
"EI Moro de Cumpas"
"EI Tio Juan"
"EI Tunel de Agua Prieta"
"Gracias Mil Veces Gracias"
"La Carcel de Agua Prieta"
"La Kaguama Topillera"
"Morena de OJ os Traidores"
"Navidad Mensajera"
"No Me Hagas Menos"
"Para Hacerme Sufrir"
"Puebla de Esqueda"
"Una Canci6n a Mi Madre"
"Yo Ie Canto Gustoso a Cananea"
These twenty-one songs and corridos represent only a small part
of Yanez' output, which his obituary estimated at over one hundred
compositions.

Mission San Xavier del Bac from the south. The scallop shell of Santiago over the window, the estipites, and the details of the upper level can clearly be seen. The snow on the
trees and bushes is an occasionally added touch. February, 1987, photograph by James
Griffith.

